From Excel solutions through to professional systems: small- and medium-sized enterprises heterogeneous in their use of cash management technology

- Bank systems are coming to the fore, more than half of those surveyed (55%) use a cash management system (36% in 2015)
- Only a quarter of those surveyed use offerings from major software developers, use of apps decreasing despite higher functionality, greater sensitivity for fraud prevention
- Third study by Fachhochschule des Mittelstands (FHM) on liquidity management in SMEs

The third survey by Fachhochschule des Mittelstands (FHM), the SME University in Bielefeld, revealed that the demands placed on finance and liquidity management have increased, leading to the proliferation and professionalisation of cash management systems. In the study, 280 SME finance managers were surveyed and when compared to previous studies there is now a greater proliferation of professional cash management systems in the SME sector. In 2015 only 36% of the surveyed finance managers had high-performance software to optimise payment flows, this figure is now 55%. In this respect, cash management solutions offered by banks have been able to clearly assert themselves on the market, with a share of 70%. Only 26% of the respondents use technology from software developers, with proprietary developments virtually no longer playing any role at all (4%).

The most striking difference is in the capabilities and usage patterns of the systems. For example, at some companies only one employee administers a particular account, while other firms use entire financial department to conduct their payment flows with various global bank relationships. For the academic head of the study, Prof. Dr. Volker Wittberg, this is not only due to the fact that SMEs vary in size, but is also a question of innovative strength and management. He commented, “There are certainly smaller companies which make full use of cash management systems that involve several employees, for example if the monitoring of incoming payments are the direct responsibility of individual employees in sales.”
Asked about the functionality of their systems, 83% of the respondents stated that they only have access to their cash management system via the computer on which the system is already installed. 22% of the respondents have access to their systems with every web browser. At present, mobile web applications do not yet play a role. 19% of the respondents can initiate and approve payment processes via an app, but only 10% have full access to their cash management system via an app. “App solutions have become omnipresent in many day-to-day settings thanks to their user friendliness. This is also true of cash management systems if they provide sufficient security,” says Frank-Oliver Wolf, head of Sales Payment Transactions and Foreign Trading Germany at Commerzbank. The phase of acutely low interest rates is having very little impact on the financial management of companies. One pattern that has emerged from study is that liquidity is spread across several accounts and utilised for swift settlement of liabilities so that charges on deposits are avoided.

At 78% the significance of fraud prevention has increased slightly over the previous year (71%). It may be seen that digitalisation goes hand in hand with the proliferation and development of cash management systems. This means two thirds (66.4%) of the respondents assume that digitalisation will lead to the expansion of their cash management systems. One third of those surveyed see direct networking with operational production and service provisions. “Digitalisation has also arrived in the financial management of small- and medium-sized enterprises now that security reservations are abating,” added Wolf.
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